Descending Chromatic Bass Progressions
from ii7 with 5th in the bass

1) Key of A

Bm7  E1369  A  A7  D♯7  Dm6  A  A0

Bm7/11  Bm7  E7♯9+  E9+  A/9  Bm7  E7♯9  E9  to A

Key of Ab

Bbm7/11  Eb1369  AbΔ7  Ab9  D♭7  Dbm6  Ab  Ab0

Bbm7/11  Eb13SUS  Db/9  Bbm9/6  Cm7  Fm7  Bbm7/11  Eb13
Descending Chromatic Bass Progressions from ii7 w/5 in bass - Ted Greene, p.2

Key of F

Gm7 C7+9 FΔ7 F7 B97 BbmΔ7 F F0

Key of Gb

Abm9 Ab7 Gb C07 Bm7 open E7 Bbm7 Eb7♯9

and resolve

Abm7/11 Ab7(D♯11no3) Db9Cb7 Bbm7 Eb7♯11♯9 D9Db7♯9+